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R
apid development of the field of DNA

nanotechnology, where DNA is used

as a building material for nanoscale

objects1,2 and functional devices,3,4 opens

the route for the construction of carrier

systems that can interact with cellular ma-

chinery on the molecular level. In particu-

lar, DNA assemblies based on the DNA

origami method5�7 can exhibit shapes of

high complexity presenting nanometer-

precise arrangements of (biomolecular)

components on their surfaces.8�11 This

method uses a 7 to 8 kb long M13mp18

phage-derived DNA single strand that is

folded into a desired shape by some 200

oligonucleotides. To be employable as a

molecular carrier system in mammals, any

DNA construct must meet three important

criteria: (i) it needs to be stable in the

extracellular space and in the cytoplasm

of the cell long enough to fulfill its prede-

fined task; (ii) no toxic side effects should

occur; and (iii) the mammalian immune

system should tolerate the nanoscopic car-

rier systems. So far, it has been shown that

oligonucleotide-based tetrahedral cages

are resistant to several endonucleases,12

can enter mammalian cells, stay intact,

once taken up, for at least 48 h,13 and can

act as carriers of CpG oligonucleotides into

macrophage-like RAW264.7 cells, as shown

in a very recent study by Li et al.14 Also

Nishikawa, Takakura, and co-workers have

demonstrated earlier that Y-shaped and

dendritic CpG-containing DNA structures

are internalized efficiently by the same cell

line and provoke enhanced immunostimu-

lation responses.15,16 Furthermore, pro-

grammed RNA hairpins can sequence-

selectively trigger apoptosis in cancer cells17

or act as color-coded labels in in situ ex-

periments18 in a wide variety of cell types.

A further study tested the degradation of

DNA origami structures exposed to multi-

ple endonucleases, including DNase I, T7

endonuclease I, T7 exonuclease, Escheri-

chia coli exonuclease I, Lambda exonu-

clease, and MseI restriction endonuclease

and found high stabilities of the DNA con-

structs compared to duplex plasmid

DNA.19 This is consistent with findings of

Mei et al., who demonstrated that DNA
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ABSTRACT To investigate the potential

of DNA origami constructs as programmable

and noncytotoxic immunostimulants, we

tested the immune responses induced by

hollow 30-helix DNA origami tubes covered

with up to 62 cytosine-phosphate-guanine (CpG) sequences in freshly isolated spleen cells.

Unmethylated CpG sequences that are highly specific for bacterial DNA are recognized by a

specialized receptor of the innate immune system localized in the endosome, the Toll-like

receptor 9 (TLR9). When incubated with oligonucleotides containing CpGs, immune cells are

stimulated through TLR9 to produce and secrete cytokine mediators such as interleukin-6 (IL-

6) and interleukin-12p70 (IL-12p70), a process associated with the initiation of an immune

response. In our studies, the DNA origami tube built from an 8634 nt long variant of the

commonly used single-stranded DNA origami scaffold M13mp18 and 227 staple oligonucleo-

tides decorated with 62 CpG-containing oligonucleotides triggered a strong immune response,

characterized by cytokine production and immune cell activation, which was entirely

dependent on TLR9 stimulation. Such decorated origami tubes also triggered higher

immunostimulation than equal amounts of CpG oligonucleotides associated with a standard

carrier system such as Lipofectamine. In the absence of CpG oligonucleotides, cytokine

production induced by the origami tubes was low and was not related to TLR9 recognition.

Fluorescent microscopy revealed localization of CpG-containing DNA origami structures in the

endosome. The DNA constructs showed in contrast to Lipofectamine no detectable toxicity and

did not affect the viability of splenocytes. We thus demonstrate that DNA origami constructs

represent a delivery system for CpG oligonucleotides that is both efficient and nontoxic.
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origami structures maintain their structural integrity

when exposed to cell lysates of various cell lines.20

In this study, we focused on the immunological

response of mammalian primary splenic cells to DNA

origami structures. Indeed, the mammalian immune

system is poised to detect foreign DNA from invading

viruses or bacteria through specific receptors that,

upon recognition of their cognate DNA ligand, initiate

a full-blown immune response. One such receptor is

the endosomal Toll-like receptor 9 (TLR9), which re-

cognizes unmethylated CpG sequences that are a

hallmark of microbial DNA.21 Further immunological

DNA receptors detect DNA structures from viruses in

the cytosol, from which endogenous DNA is normally

absent.22 Stimulation of these receptors following

specific recognition of DNA leads to activation of

innate immunity and, in particular, to the secretion of

proinflammatory cytokine mediators such as the inter-

leukinsIL-6 and IL-12p70.23,24 For the implementation

of DNA origami constructs as molecular delivery sys-

tems, it is therefore essential to fully understand their

immunostimulatory potential in order to tightly con-

trol the initiation of immune responses according to

the therapeutic goal.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We designed a DNA origami construct to serve as

an efficient biologically active carrier system for CpG

sequences in order to stimulate immune responses in

mammalian cells. For this purpose, we developed a

hollow tube-shapedDNA origami structure consisting

of 30 parallel double helices with maximized surface

area for both 62 inner or 62 outer binding sites

(handle sequences H) for cytosine-phosphate-guanine

(CpG) þ anchor sequences (CpG-H0s). The CpG se-

quence used in all experiments is referred to as CpG

1826, a well-characterized, highly active 20-mer oli-

gonucleotide, which is specific for mouse TLR9.25

Three different types of phosphate backbone for the

CpG-H0s were used in this study: (I) unmodified CpG-

H0 (tube CpG); (II) CpG-H0 PTO with a phosphorothio-

ate-modified backbone (tube CpG PTO); (III) CpG-H0

chimera with PTO-modified CpG sequence and un-

modified H0 sequence (tube chimera)(see Materials

and Methods). A plain tube without handles H for

CpG-H0s (tube w/o CpG) as well as tubes decorated

with GpC-H0s instead of CpG-H0s served as controls.

The DNA origami tubes were assembled from 227

oligonucleotides (staple strands) that fold an 8634

nucleotide (nt) M13mp18-based single strand

(scaffold) into shape during a 2 h long annealing

Scheme 1. Design of 30-helix DNA origami tube and endocytotic pathway. Left: Three different types of CpG-H0s with (I)
unmodified phosphate backbone, (II) phosphorothioate (PTO)-modified backbone, and (III) partly PTO-modified backbone.
Middle: Computer model of front (bottom) and side (top) view of 30-helix tube. Blue cylinders indicate double helices; black
lines indicate possible connection sites for CpG sequences. Right: (1) DNAorigami tube internalizedby endocytosis; (2) vesicle
segregated by the Golgi apparatus containing the transmembrane Toll-like receptor 9 (TLR9); (3) fusion of endosome with
DNA origami tube and TLR9 containing vesicle; (4) recognition of CpG sequence by TLR9 and starting signaling cascade; (5)
expression of surface molecules and release of cytokines that stimulate the further immune response.

Figure 1. Characterization of DNA origami tubes. (A) Gel
analysis of assembled DNA origami tubes after purification
with AMICON spin filters. Left to right: 2-log 1 kb DNA
ladder, p8634 scaffold, (I) tube CpG, (II) tube CpG PTO, (III)
tube chimera, (IV) tube without CpG, 2-log 1 kb DNA ladder.
(B) Electron micrograph of the DNA origami tubes I�IV.
Scale bars: 30 nm (top), 200 nm (bottom).
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procedure. The construct has a designed length of

∼80 nm and a diameter of ∼20 nm, if a spacing of

0.34 nm between two stacking bases and a center-to-

center distance of 2.5 nmbetween two parallel helices

is assumed.5,9 For each of the 62 inner and outer CpG

binding sites, a particular staple strand is extended

with a 18 nt long sequence H that is complementary

to the anchor sequence H0 of the CpG-H0s (Scheme 1).

Using the DNA origami tube as a defined carrier of 62

CpG-H0s per structure enables a high local concentra-

tion of CpG sequences within the endosomes after

internalization. The correct assembly of the DNA

structures I�III and the plain tube (IV) was analyzed

with gel electrophoresis (Figure 1A) and transmission

electronmicroscopy (TEM) (Figure 1B). The prominent

band for all DNA origami tubes as well as the de-

creased mobility of CpG-decorated tubes (I�III) com-

pared to the tube without CpG (IV) indicates the

efficient binding and assembly of the DNA origami

tubes.

We first testedwhether DNAorigami tubes can serve

as a delivery tool for immunostimulatory CpG oligonu-

cleotides. Therefore, we analyzed the cellular uptake of

fluorescently labeled CpG-H0 strands coupled to differ-

ent DNA nanostructures (Figure 2A). Freshly isolated

mouse splenocytes were incubated with the DNA

samples for 3 h, and uptake of fluorescein isothiocya-

nate (FITC)-coupled CpG-H0 strands was analyzed by

flow cytometry. Splenocytes consist of a pool of im-

mune cell subsets, including antigen-presenting cells

such as dendritic cells and macrophages that initiate

and control immune responses, and immune effector

cells such as B and T lymphocytes. The uptake of CpG-

H0 strands by macrophages was much more efficient

when the CpG oligonucleotides were coupled to the

DNA origami tubes or a ravel consisting only of the

p8634 scaffold and the handle H0-containing staple

strands (p8634 CpG ravel, TEM image in Supporting

Figure 6).We conclude that structures of larger size and

higher compactness get incorporated more efficiently

than individual or short DNA single strands. This effect

was independent of the CpG motif as GpC-H0 strands

showed similar uptake characteristics. As the receptor

that detects CpG sequences, TLR9, is located in the

endosome, an endosomal uptake of the DNA origami

tubes is a vital prerequisite for the efficient delivery of

synthetic TLR9 ligands. Fluorescence microscopy con-

firmed the colocalization of CpG-decorated origami

tubes labeled with FITC together with the endosomal

marker LysoTracker, demonstrating that the DNA or-

igami constructs indeed target CpG sequences to the

endosome (Figure 2B�D).

To examine whether the DNA constructs induce an

immune response, freshly isolated mouse splenocytes

were incubated with the DNA samples for 18 h. The

immunostimulatory activity of the DNA origami tubes

and of all control samples was quantified bymeasuring

the induced secretion of different proinflammatory

cytokines such as IL-6 in culture supernatants of sti-

mulated cells by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

(ELISA). In addition, surface expression of the trans-

membrane C-type lectin CD69, an early marker of

immune activation, was examined on different im-

mune cell subsets by flow cytometry after staining of

cell surface molecules by specific fluorochrome-

coupled antibodies. The gating strategy for lympho-

cyte subsets can be found in Supporting Figure 1.

We tested the immunostimulatory activity of the

individual components of the DNA constructs, that is, a

mix of the 227 staple strands, the p8634 scaffold

strand, and the tube without CpG (IV) and observed

that themix of staple strands did not induce detectable

IL-6 production. The p8634 scaffold strands and DNA

origami tubes without anchors for CpG-H0s induced

only low levels of IL-6 (Figure 3). Analysis of further

proinflammatory cytokines showed that the release of

Figure 2. Uptake of CpG-covered DNA nanostructures by immune cells. (A) Uptake of fluorescently labeled CpG sequences
coupled to different DNA nanostructures by splenic macrophages. The graph shows the percentage of cells that are positive
for the fluorescent marker. Data show the mean value of triplicate samples( SE and are representative of two independent
experiments. (B�D) Confocal micrographs of splenocytes showing intracellular colocalization of DNA origami CpG tubes and
lysosomes 4 h after transfection. (B) Green: DNA origami tubes chimera III with FITC. (C) Red: LysoTracker (lysosomes). (D)
Merge of A and B. Yellow: colocalized DNA origami CpG tubes in lysosomes. Due to diffusion of cells between time-delayed
image capturing of A and B, some colocalized objects are shifted in C. Scale bars: 10 μm.
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IL-12p70 in response to the DNA origami tubes was

similar to IL-6 (Supporting Figure 2) and that origami

tubes did not induce detectable levels of interferon-R

or IL-1β (data not shown). Flow cytometry measure-

ments of the early activation marker CD69 on the

surface of dendritic cells, a cell type that plays a crucial

role in the initiation of immune responses, confirmed

these results (Figure 4A). The mix of staple strands did

not upregulate CD69 expression, the scaffold strand

p8634, as well as the tube without CpG-triggered

intermediate cell activation in this cell type. B lympho-

cytes responded with high expression of CD69 in

response to the unfolded p8634 scaffold, while the

DNA origami tube induced only moderate CD69 upre-

gulation (Figure 4B,C). The recognition of the DNA

origami tube or its individual components was largely

independent of TLR9, as cells from mice that are

genetically deficient for this receptor (TLR9�/�) were

activated by these structures to an extent similar to

wild-type cells (Figure 4).We thus show that even in the

absence of immunostimulatory CpG oligonucleotides,

DNA origami constructs can activate innate immunity

via non-TLR9-mediated pathways, an effect that must

be taken into consideration for future applications of

DNA origami constructs as drug delivery vehicles.

Next, the ability of DNA origami tubes to act as an

efficient nontoxic CpG sequence carrier to induce a

potent immune response was tested. The immunosti-

mulation through free CpG-H0s, either with an entire

phosphorothioate (PTO) or chimerabackbone (Scheme1),

was compared to the immune activation caused

by these CpG-H0s bound to the DNA origami tube

(Figures 3 and 4). ELISA as well as flow cytometry

analysis showed that splenocytes exposed to free

CpG-H0s produced moderate amounts of IL-6 and

showed intermediate CD69 expression. In contrast,

CpG-H0-decorated DNA origami tubes triggered high

cytokine production and resulted in an up to 5-fold

increase in CD69 expression on splenic dendritic cells.

The CpG-induced immunostimulation was entirely

dependent on TLR9 since the CpG-mediated increase

in immune activation was lost in TLR9-deficient cells. In

addition, CpG immune activation was highly se-

quence-specific, as DNA origami tubes bearing control

oligonucleotides with an inverted GpC sequence did

not stimulate stronger responses than origami tubes

without CpG (Figures 3 and 4). Interestingly, no sig-

nificant differences in cytokine secretion as well as cell

activation was observed for DNA tubes carrying the

CpG-H0s on the inner surface or on the outer surface

(Supporting Figure 3). This points toward the dissocia-

tion of the CpGs from the carrier tubes or toward a

partial disassembly of the tubes within the endosome

as the TLR9 receptors are embedded in the endosomal

membranes and could not access the CpG sequences

on the inner surface otherwise.

We further compared the efficacy of the DNA origa-

mi tubes for delivery of CpG oligonucleotides to that of

the commonly used lipid transfection reagent Lipofec-

tamine, which mediates intracellular delivery of oligo-

nucleotides (Supporting Figure 4).26 We show that the

IL-6 production and CD69 expression on B cells in-

duced by CpG-decorated origami tubes is superior to

that induced by the same tubes complexed with

Lipofectamine, demonstrating that DNA origami tubes

represent an efficient delivery system for CpG oligo-

nucleotides. The cellular viability of cells stimulated

with DNA constructs was verified by flow cytometry

analysis based on forward and side scattering: The

proportion of live lymphocytes did not change follow-

ing activationwith CpG-decorated origami tubes in the

absence of a transfection reagent. In contrast, cells in-

cubated with the same tubes complexed with Lipofec-

tamine showed a partly decreased viability (Supporting

Figure 5).

Although the amount of CpGs used in all experi-

ments was the same, immunostimulation was stron-

gest when the CpG sequences were conjugated to

the carrier tubes. Our experiments also demonstrate

that the immune response initiated by the decorated

origami tubes does not simply rely on the larger amount

of delivered DNA: origami tubes that carry 62 non-

stimulating GpC-H0 sequences gave rise to activation

levels comparable to tubes without any strands

coupled to their anchors (Figures 3 and 4). The highest

levels of IL-6 secretion and cell activation were ob-

served for tubes decorated with the chimera CpG-H0s

and p8634 CpG ravels, whichwere not conjugatedwith

Figure 3. ELISA analysis of IL-6 levels after splenocyteswere
cultured in the presence of differentDNAorigami structures
for 18 h; 50 μL of 2.4 nM (DNA origami tubes, p8634, staple
strands) or 50 μL of 62 � 2.4 nM (CpG-H0 PTO, CpG-H0

chimera) of sample was added per 400000 cells in a well. In
all experiments, the net CpG weight was 50 ng. Data show
the mean value of triplicate samples ( SE and are repre-
sentative for two independent experiments.
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a transfection agent (Figure 3). This can be explained

by the discussed high internalization efficiency of

compact and large objects in combination with a

degradation-resistant PTO backbone of the conju-

gated CpGs (cf. Figure 2). The slightly less pronounced

immune response of cells that were incubated with

tubes that carry full PTO-modified CpG-H0s may result

from the lower hybridization efficiency of these DNA

anchors to their handle sites. This could lead to an

untimely dissociation of the CpGs from the carrying

tube. Tubes that carry CpG-H0s without any PTO mod-

ification also provoke lower immune activation than

their chimera-decorated counterparts (Supporting Fig-

ure 4), an effect that may originate from the fast

degradation of these oligonucleotides in the DNase-

rich endosome. Importantly, even CpG oligonucleo-

tides with an unmodified backbone lead to enhanced

immune responses when DNA origami tubes are used

as carriers, suggesting that this delivery system pro-

tects the CpGs to some extent from degradation

(Supporting Figure 4B).

We stated above that the elevated immunostimula-

tory activity of DNA origami structures may result from

amore efficient cellular uptake of origami-bound CpG-

H0 over free CpG-H0 which might be due to the folded

origamis compactness and size. To test this hypothesis,

we assembled constructs that consist of the p8634

scaffold strand and only the 62 staple stands that carry

the CpG anchors (p8634 CpG ravel). These oligonucleo-

tides are not able to fold the entire scaffold strand

and thus form a ravel-like structure with moderate

compactness (Supporting Figure 6A). However, CpG-

decorated ravels showed similar uptake and activation

characteristics as the decorated DNA origami tubes

Figure 4. Flow cytometry analysis of immune cell activation after incubation with DNA origami tubes. Freshly isolated
splenocytes from wild-type and TLR9-deficient mice were incubated with 50 μL of 2.4 nM (DNA origami tubes, p8634, staple
strands) or 50μL of 62� 2.4 nM (CpG-H0 PTO, CpG-H0 chimera) for 18 h. Surface expression of the early activationmarker CD69
was analyzed on (A) dendritic cells and (B) B lymphocytes. (C) Representative histograms show CD69 expression on B cells
after splenocytes have been incubated for 18 h with the indicated DNA samples. Data show the mean value of triplicate
samples( SE and are representative of at least two independent experiments. CD69 expression levels are presented as the
mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of the fluorochrome coupled to a specific anti-CD69 antibody.
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(Figures 2�4). In contrast, samples that consisted only

of the scaffold strand and an excess of CpG oligonu-

cleotides were not able to assemble into any structure

and showed low immunogenic potential similar to the

scaffold strand alone (data not shown). Our results

suggest that the immune-activating potential is not

dependent on the three-dimensional (3D) shape but

the construct's compactness, size, and stability. Impor-

tantly, DNA origami tubes proved to be more stable

than DNA ravels when kept in fetal bovine serum (FBS)-

containing medium at 37 �C for several hours

(Supporting Figure 6B). Uptake studies confirmed this

hypothesis by showing less internalization and im-

mune stimulation of DNA ravels compared to origami

structures after 4 h of preincubation of the structures in

FBS before addition to cells (Supporting Figure 6C).

This stability of the DNA origami structure can be an

essential advantage that might play a key role in future

in vivo applications. Further studies on the cell uptake

of DNA constructs depending on their 3D shape will

help to elucidate this phenomenon.

In conclusion, we describe a novel delivery system for

immune-activating CpG oligonucleotides that targets

the endosome. This system is built frombiomolecules;
the origami tube solely consists of DNA;and is non-

toxic. The unmodifiedDNAorigami tubes aswell as their

individual building blocks trigger only non-TLR9-

mediated immune responses in primary immune cells.

If the same DNA tubes are decorated with CpG se-

quences, pronounced immunostimulation via the TLR9

is observed. Although the biological application of DNA

nanostructures is a very young field of research and

more studies on the cytotoxicity, the immunological

behavior, and the general biocompatibility of DNA

constructs must be executed, we believe that such

objects can be used as intelligent drug carriers. In

addition to being used as enclosing containers that

potentially release their payload on demand,6 DNA

architectures can also be modified with biologically

active molecules on their surfaces to trigger cellular

mechanisms such as immune responses as we have

shown in this study. Since DNA oligonucleotides can be

modified with a wide variety of biomolecules, this

approach could be extended in combination with viral

moieties to generate vaccines and adjuvants with nano-

meter precisely tailored surfaces.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design and Preparation of DNA Origami CpG Tube. DNA constructs
were designed using the software caDNAno developed by
Douglas et al.27 We designed a hollow DNA origami tube with

a length of 80 nm and a diameter of 20 nm which can be
decoratedwith up to 62 cytosine-phosphate-guanine (CpG: TCC
ATG ACG TTC CTG ACG TT) þ anchor sequences (CpG-H0s; H0 :

AAG ATT ACG GTG AAG AGA) or guanine-phosphate-cytosin
(GpC-H0s: TCC ATG AGC TTC CTG AGC TT) þ the same anchor
sequences. Site-selective binding is achieved via the anchor

parts H0 of the CpG-H0s that bind to complementary single-
stranded DNA handles (H) protruding from the origami struc-
tures at defined positions. To achieve an untwisted well-formed

DNA origami tube, we chose a honeycomb arrangement of
double helices. We used an 8634 nucleotide (nt) M13mp18-
based single strand as a scaffold to arrange 227 oligonucleo-
tides (staple strands) into a tube-shaped DNA origami structure

consisting of 30 parallel double helices. To prevent stacking
effects of blunt dsDNA ends, we connected the ends of two
collateral helices with loops of 24�52 unpaired bases. During

this study, we used three different types of backbone for the
CpG-H0s (50-TCC ATG ACG TTC CTG ACG TT AAG ATT ACG GTG
AAG AGA-30) to functionalize the DNA origami tube: (I) DNA

CpG-H0s consisting of the 20 nt CpG sequence and the 18 nt
anchor sequence; (II) CpG-H0s with a phosphorothioate-mod-
ified backbone (PTO); (III) chimera CpG-H0s with PTO-modified

CpG sequence and unmodified H0 sequence. Those nucleotides
also had a fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) label on the 50-end.
As a reference, we also prepared a DNA origami tube without
conjugated CpG-H0s (sample IV in Figure 1). The staple strands

and the unmodified CpG-H0swere HPSF purified by the supplier,
and the PTO-modified CpG-H0s were HPLC purified by the
supplier. All oligonucleotides were purchased from Eurofins

MWG Operon (Ebersberg, Germany). For annealing of the
complete constructs, 10 nM of scaffold strand (p8634, M13
mp18 phage-based), 100 nM of each unmodified staple strand,

and 12.4mMof CpG-H0s weremixed in Tris-HCl (10mM)þ EDTA
(1 mM, ph 8.0 at 20 �C) and 16 mM MgCl2. This solution was
heated to 80 �C for 5 min, cooled to 60 �C over the course of

80 min, and cooled further to 24 �C in 35 min.

Purification of DNA Origami CpG Tube. To remove the 10� excess
of staple strands and 20� excess of unbound CpG-H0s after the
annealing process, the DNA origami samples were purified
using Amicon Ultra-0.5 mL centrifugal filters (100 000 MWCO).
Then, 100 μL of annealed DNA origami tubes and 400 μL of
buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl þ 1 mM EDTA, ph 8.0 at 20 �C þ 16 mM
MgCl2) were filled into one filter and centrifuged four times at
14 000g for 5 min. Between every centrifugation step, the flow-
through is removed and the filter is refilledwith 500 μL of buffer.
To recover the purified DNA origami samples, the filter was
turned upside down and centrifuged once more at 1000g for 3
min. Overall, roughly 70% of the samples are lost during this
purification procedure.Weobtained∼20μL of 14 nMdecorated
and undecorated origami samples from each filter.

Gel Electrophoresis and Transmission Electron Microscopy. For anal-
ysis of the DNA origami tubes, the samples were electrophor-

esed in an agarose gel; 2% agarose was dissolved in Tris borate

(45 mM) þ EDTA (1 mM, pH 8.2 at 20 �C) by heating to boiling.

After cooling to 60 �C, MgCl2 (11 mM) was added and filled into

the gel cask for solidification. Twenty microliters of 2.4 nM

filtered DNA origami tube samples I�IV was each mixed with

4 μL of 6� agarose gel loading buffer (30% glycerol weight-to-

volume in water, 0.025% xylene cyanol, 0.025% bromphenol

blue) before they were filled into the gel pockets. Additionally,

10 μL of 100 nM scaffold strands (p8634) mixed with 2 μL of 6�

agarose gel loading buffer was filled next to the DNA origami

tubes as well as a 1 kb 2-log DNA ladder. During running for 3 h

at 60 V, the gel cask was cooled in an ice�water bath to prevent

heat-induced denaturation of the DNA origami tubes. For

imaging, the gel was stainedwith ethidiumbromide (0.5μg/mL)

for 30min. The filtered DNA origami tubes were further checked

by electronmicroscopy using a JEM-1011 transmission electron

microscope (JEOL). The DNA origami structures were adsorbed

on plasma-exposed carbon-coated grids (spi Formvar, Cu) and

then negatively stained with 1% uranyl acetate for 8 s.

Stimulation of Cells. Female C57BL/6 mice were purchased
from Harlan-Winkelmann (Rossdorf, Germany). Mice were 6�10
weeks of age at the onset of experiments. Freshly isolated
splenocytes were suspended in ammonium chloride buffer to
lyse erythrocytes, washed with PBS, and seeded in a 96-well
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plate (Falcon); 400 000 cells per well in culture medium (RPMI
VLE, 10% FCS, 2 mmol/L L-glutamine, 100 μg/mL streptomycin,
and 1 IU/mL penicillin and 0.0001% β-mercaptoethanol). For
stimulation, cells were incubated with different origami probes
or oligonucleotides for 18 h at 37 �C in 10% CO2. For the analysis
of origami structure stability, the constructs were kept in serum-
containing medium for 4 h at 37 �C prior to cell culture. Culture
supernatants and cells were collected and analyzed by ELISA
and flow cytometry.

Flow Cytometry and ELISA. Concentration of IL-6 and IL-12p70
in culture supernatants was determined by ELISA according to
the manufacturer's instructions (Opteia, BD Biosciences). For
flow cytometric analysis, cells were stained with fluorochrome-
conjugated monoclonal antibodies (B220, CD3, CD11b, CD11c,
CD69, CD80, F4/80, and isotype controls) from BioLegend. For
uptake analysis, fluorescence intensity of fluorescein coupled to
CpG-H0 was determined by flow cytometry. Data were acquired
on a FACSCalibur or a FACSCanto II (BD Biosciences) and
analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star, Ashland, OR).

Confocal Microscopy. Splenocytes were incubated for 5 h with
fluorescein-50-tagged CpG oligonucleotides, washed, and re-
suspended in culture medium. Then, 75 nM LysoTracker
(Invitrogen) and 3 μg/mL Hoechst (Invitrogen) were used for
lysosomal and nuclear staining. Stained cells were visualized
using a confocal laser scanning microscope (TCS SP5II, Leica).
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